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Executive Summary
The 2000 Census indicates a significant increase in foreign-born and first-generation students in public schools, at a time when multicultural communities are challenging long-held notions about civic participation in America. This study of Teen Educators Advocating for Community Health (TEACH) illustrates how an innovative afterschool program attempted to nurture social capital and a sense of belonging in immigrant youth. Drawing on Robert Putnam’s distinction between the bonding and bridging forms of social capital, the study argues that afterschool programs can help immigrant youth develop affiliations with diverse others outside their own communities by developing relevant programming that engages youth with children and adults in a variety of informal settings. The study examines the particular TEACH activities—community service, career development, and a class on public health issues—and features that worked to foster new relationships, attitudes, and feelings of responsibility toward others. Focusing on social affiliation and its role in promoting civic engagement, the study explores how participation in such activities can help immigrant youth attend to the welfare of their own community and of the larger society.

“The biggest problem I thought I would have before we started was the problem with making friends, since most of the people in this [program] were Mexican and I was the only one that was Korean. I thought I would have problems getting along with people. But once I went to the class, everyone was so nice and helpful. . . . The thing I like about TEACH was that I got to interact with a lot of different people and make a lot of new friends. . . . In afterschool activities, you are surrounded by people you don’t know. In this class, you get to know everyone you work with. . . . The things we did and participated in helped me to interact with people easier and make friends easier. It will help a lot in my future because I’ll have to make new friends when I go to college and after college. . . . The idea of learning together can help me a lot in the long run, because when I go out to society to work, I would have to learn to cope with others.”
(Mimi, TEACH program participant, June 2000)
the kinds of afterschool activities that can foster the sense of affiliation immigrant youth need in order to engage in the life of a multifaceted and diverse community.

The Teen Educators Advocating for Community Health (TEACH) program was designed to address some of the academic and social difficulties immigrant and minority youth face in schools. By involving students in community service, vocational training, and a course on public health issues related to adolescence, the TEACH program provided students of diverse ethnic backgrounds with meaningful educational experiences and social opportunities they might not otherwise have had. While it began as an intervention for youth who were either not pursuing higher education or at risk of dropping out, its goals expanded as more diverse youth were drawn to participate. It worked to help students who felt marginalized in school to develop social affiliation with diverse others. It also helped them expand on the knowledge, skills, and competencies they acquired in school and in home communities so that they could both address the needs of their own communities and participate in the larger society.

To provide background for my study of the TEACH program, I will look at the ways institutions historically have supported youths’ connections with community life and examine research that indicates why afterschool programs are suitable sites to foster social affiliation. This information can point to what might be done outside of school to help adolescents connect to diverse others and to the society at large so that they can contribute to their own and the broader community. After discussing the background and context of the TEACH program, I will examine data on the teens’ experiences as they participated in the program in order to illustrate the kinds of activities and programmatic features that can nurture social affiliation. This evidence reinforces the idea that organizations can and should provide teens with participatory experiences that promote the development of relationships and social networks.

I define social affiliation as a sense of belonging and purpose generated by establishing connections with others and with issues that are important to one’s community and the society at large.
SOCIAL AFFILIATION AND SOCIAL CAPITAL

I define social affiliation as a sense of belonging and purpose generated by establishing connections with others and with issues that are important to one’s community and the society at large. The concept of social capital was developed by James Coleman and Pierre Bourdieu to help contextualize theories of education. Coleman (1988) defined social capital as a variety of social structures that facilitate certain kinds of actions for individuals within those structures. For instance, Coleman’s social capital can include “obligations and expectations,” “norms and effective sanctions,” “authority relations,” and “appropriable social organization” (Coleman, 1990, p. 306–313). For Bourdieu (1986), social capital refers to the resources of social relationships and networks—provided primarily by families—from which an individual can garner institutional support. This institutional support is the kind embodied in the maxim, “It’s not what you know but who you know.” The amount of social capital a person has depends not only on that person’s network of connections but also on the amount of social capital the people in the network have. These networks produce and reproduce useful relationships that can secure material or symbolic profits (Bourdieu, 1986). Such connections, for instance, often help young people find work and get into college.

Borrowing from Bourdieu’s sociological framework, Robert Putnam (1995) turned social capital into a public term. Putnam defined social capital as networks of reciprocity that are needed to coordinate social action. He claimed that because social capital serves as a resource for individuals and groups, communities that have higher levels of social capital have lower levels of crime, children with fewer social ills, and better educational and social outcomes for teens. He suggested that social capital makes our nation healthier, wealthier, wiser, safer, and better able to govern a just and stable democracy. Social capital provides connections that establish trust, facilitate conflict resolution, link people’s fates, and turn aspirations into realities.

Putnam argued that in the last third of the 20th century, Americans withdrew from opportunities to connect with others. He, and others who joined the discussion, attributed this deterioration in the civic fabric to a variety of macro-social structural changes such as television, dual-income families, and suburban sprawl (Bellah, Madsen, Sullivan, Swidler, & Tipton, 1985; Putnam, 1995). Putnam’s scholarly effort was meant as a wake-up call for Americans from all walks of life to reconnect with their communities, especially across racial and economic lines. However, he focused on adult connections, mostly in middle-class white communities, overlooking the social networks and participatory practices inherent in most immigrant and minority communities.

Putnam (2000) later expanded his discussion of social capital in order to show that it can be either benign or malevolent: It can be instrumental in raising funds for public work projects or in sponsoring international terrorism. Putnam further divided benign social capital into “bonding” and “bridging” forms (2000, p. 22). Bonding social capital is inward-looking or exclusive. It tends to reinforce group identities and homogeneity and to build solidarity, as is common in, for instance, private clubs or local ethnic societies. Bonding social capital is readily found in immigrant communities and organizations that support them. Bridging social capital is outward-looking or inclusive. It incorporates people across a range of social dimensions such as race and class. It generates broader social identities as in, for instance, such organizations as Mothers Against Drunk Driving or pro-choice movements. In doing so, it produces long-term social relations whose purpose is to enhance the well-being of society at large. Bridging social capital also provides individuals with access to information and assets not available in their own communities. According to Putnam, bridging social capital improves democracy, but this kind of social capital is in decline.

While bonding social capital fosters connection to one’s own community, bridging social capital fosters connections to diverse others and to the society at large. Putnam does not address the fact that immigrant communities’ bonding social capital helps them improve their lot and acquire a piece of the political pie. Still, his pronouncement that bridging social capital is necessary to sustain our society’s well-being is timely. The social networks of immigrant youth are often concentrated within their own ethnic communities. Helping such young people develop bridging social capital can speed the process of integration, prepare students for the workplace, and lay a foundation for participation in civic life.

PROVIDING IMMIGRANT ADOLESCENTS WITH SOCIAL AFFILIATION

This paper takes youth as the starting point for examining social affiliation and its role in nurturing civic involvement. Adolescence is an appropriate time to examine how individuals connect with others in an attempt to deal with societal issues and concerns. Adolescents are simultaneously beginning to consciously
reflect on their experiences and to develop a sense of responsibility and commitment to others, to values, and to lifestyles that give their lives meaning and direction.

While much of the research on social affiliation and civic involvement in youth has focused on native-born youth, demographic trends in the United States suggest that we should shift our attention to immigrant youth. Given the large number of youth who are immigrants or whose families have recently immigrated, it is not only prudent, but also a social and economic necessity, to foster their engagement with the community at large.

Historically, the public school has been the primary institution charged with integrating immigrant youth by teaching English; inculcating American values such as independence, differentiation, and self-sufficiency; and changing habits, behaviors, and attitudes (Garcia, 1995; Olneck, 1995; Thompson, 1971). However, afterschool programs have increasingly been addressing a variety of social needs and concerns. While they were often designed to reduce juvenile crime and anti-social behavior, afterschool programs are increasingly providing academic support. In the process, they may also provide educational challenges and developmental opportunities that encourage youth to connect with diverse others and with society. This paper will illustrate some of the resources and means on which institutions can draw to create afterschool programs that nurture the development of social networks beyond non-native youths’ home communities.

**Historical Efforts to Provide Social Affiliation for Immigrant Youth after School**

Historically, every immigrant community has developed its own institutions (Garcia, 2003; Min, 1992) or relied on informal familial and community networks to support social affiliation and ethnic identity (Moll, Amanti, Neff, & Gonzalez, 1992; Hurh & Kim, 1984). These institutions and networks are potent sources of the bonding social capital that have enabled immigrants to “get ahead” in American society.

Outsiders began working with immigrant and minority youth to promote social adjustment and foster integration into society largely during the Progressive movement toward the end of the 19th century—though churches, as early as the 1830s, were the first organizations to address the needs of immigrant and minority youth after school (Brown & Theobald, 1998). The Settlement House Movement, begun by Jane Addams and Ellen Starr, was designed to help the immigrant working class cope with the problems that stemmed from industrialization, urbanization, and immigration (Addams, 1910). Motivated to a large degree by social reform, the settlement houses and their workers attempted to be the major agency of social reorganization and cultural adjust-
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youth has exploded. A 1995 survey conducted by the Carnegie Council on Adolescent Development found over 17,000 organizations that were devoted exclusively to youth or had youth outreach components. Only recently has evidence been gathered about the work of these programs. The studies focus on linking participation in after-school programs to improved peer relations, rates of English proficiency, attitudes towards school, and interpersonal skills (Kahne, Nagaoka, Brown, O’Brien, Quinn, & Thiede, 2001; Posner & Vandell, 1999; U.S. Department of Education, 2000). However, the studies have not focused on immigrant populations or on the development of connections to the larger society. For instance, Heath and McLaughlin (1993) examined minority youth participation in after-school programs in inner cities. While they found that adult staff imparted to youth a sense of social cohesion and that youth developed identities more closely tied to their environment than to their ethnicity, they did not specify whether the youth they studied were non-native born or whether program activities created connections to the society at large.

Thus, while evidence suggests that after-school programs and youth organizations can supplement schools’ efforts to integrate youth into community life, little is known about how they can support the development of social networks and promote tolerance, the ability to adopt different roles in various contexts, and a sense of responsibility toward others and society. Since different activities meet different developmental needs, if we want to develop social affiliation, we need to create the kinds of activities for youth that foster it.

Social Affiliation through School-based Service Learning

Though schools have traditionally been considered a central force in integrating immigrant students (Olneck, 1995) and fostering democratic values (Niemi & Junn, 1998), it is not clear that they have been successful in nurturing social affiliation in immigrant youth. A lack of social integration can stem from institutional resistance to integration (Goode, Schneider, & Blanc, 1992), negative perceptions and judgments of immigrant students (Delgado-Gaitan & Trueba, 1991; Gibson, 1988; Grey, 1990; Matute-Bianchi, 1991), or a lack of cultural awareness that often manifests itself as a mismatch between the home and school (Au & Jordan, 1981). Catsambis (1994), Delgado-Gaitan and Trueba (1991), and Matute-Bianchi (1991) found that teachers who frequently stereotype Latinos as academically limited discourage these students by suggesting they be placed in remedial classrooms. Educational anthropologists have found that ESL students’ physical and social isolation from the regular academic program reduces opportunities to interact, in English, with peers outside their own group, thereby perpetuating the students’ marginal status (Gibson, 1988; Grey, 1990).

Rather than feeling welcome and incorporated into a school, immigrant youth often experience the stress of being rejected or demeaned by their peers because of their different language, dress, social class, nation of origin, physical characteristics, religion, culture, and values (Allen, Denner, Yoshikawa, Seidman, & Aber, 1996;
Arredondo, 1984; de las Fuentes & Vasquez, 1999; Rumbaut, 1994; Waters, 1994). The customs, organizations, and social groups of these youth are often seen as inferior and strange. Feelings of alienation and marginalization in the school can create academic and social problems for these students (Olneck, 1995; Trueba, Jacobs, & Kirton, 1990). These circumstances make it difficult for immigrant youth to develop feelings of affiliation towards other students and other communities.

One way that schools have helped immigrant youth integrate is through community service. A review of studies of school-based community service or service learning is invaluable in understanding the influences that can support youths’ acquisition of social affiliation. Service learning in schools has been growing in importance since the 1970s (Annette, 2000; Boyer, 1990). Advocates of a participatory form of service with an educational component believe that service instills habits of political participation that help sustain community and nation through training for democratic behavior (Boye, 1993; Neumann, 1990). Community service is seen as promoting social responsibility and encouraging connections between youth and society (Youniss & Yates, 1997).

Studies assessing the effects of community service on psychological and social development and on a sense of social obligation have demonstrated that community involvement helps break down stereotypes, produces positive feelings towards others, and leads to self-awareness. It also increases an individual’s sense of empathy, social relatedness, bonding to social institutions, and willingness to contribute to society (Conrad & Hedin, 1982; Conrad & Hedin, 1991; Eyler & Giles, 1999; Hedin & Conrad, 1991; Morgan & Streb, 2000; Neumann & Rutter, 1983). An example of the power of service learning to promote social affiliation comes from Youniss and Yates’s 1997 examination of middle-class African-American students in a private Catholic school who were enrolled in a social justice class and required to do community service at a soup kitchen. In the task of looking beyond the boundaries of personal experience, the youth were driven to think about such collective realities as racism, classism, homelessness, and poverty. They were supported in this search by a set of religious values and ideologies that connected them to other generations, gave significance to their present experience, and provided them with hope for the future (Youniss & Yates, 1997).

According to Yates and Youniss (1998) and Youniss, McLellan, and Yates (1997), an understanding of one’s relationship to others emerges as a process of being introduced to the possible roles and processes required for adult civic participation and of struggling to understand who one is within a social and historical framework. Fendrich (1993) noted that the development of a sense of agency in and responsibility to the community’s well being in adolescence increases the likelihood of civic involvement in adulthood. Hart & Yates (1996) hypothesized that the connection between early and later civic engagement stems from factors including opportunities to participate, to develop a connection to a social group of peers who value service, and to nurture one’s own sense of commitment. In volunteer service activities, youth learn an ethic of participation and develop the communication skills needed to understand and influence group decision making (Verba, Schlozman, & Brady, 1995).

While participation in community service activities in adolescence in no way guarantees adult participation, studies show that the majority of adults who are actively engaged in community life had a history of participation as adolescents (Fendrich, 1993; Hanks & Eckland, 1978; Ladewig & Thomas, 1987; Lindsay, 1984; McAdam, 1988; Otto, 1976; Verba, Schlozman, & Brady, 1995).

There are several distinctions between the studies of service learning and the work I undertook. None of the research examining service learning explored ways that institutions can foster social affiliation between youth participants from diverse backgrounds. Studies of service learning have not focused specifically on immigrant adolescents and therefore can tell us little about how community engagement might affect them. Immigrant, as opposed to native-born, youth often have distinct orientations toward the wider community; a different understanding of their involvement, and possibly alternative outcomes from their service. Furthermore, the predominant focus of literature on youth development through service has been on the outcomes of participation in school-based service projects rather than on the kinds of out-of-school activities that foster social affiliation. Focusing on specific out-of-school activities for immigrant youth allows us to see what elements of an activity facilitate the acquisition of social affiliation, how the interactions that occur within the activity can promote a sense of belonging, and how a sense of belonging can foster current and future involvement.

### Barriers to Social Affiliation

While immigrant youth may not have a choice to participate when their schools require civic involvement, they can choose the activities in which they participate after school. In one study of an ethnically and socio-economically diverse sample of high school students,
Brown and Theobold (1998) found that rates of participation in extracurricular activities was slightly higher among European-American students than among African-American or Asian-American students and considerably lower among Latino youth. Immigrant students who face negative stereotypes and discrimination and who reside in ethnic enclaves often choose to participate in extracurricular activities with members of their own community (Grossman, Beinashowitz, Anderson, & Sakurai, 1992).7 These studies suggest that rather than nurturing bridging social capital and a sense of belonging to the society at large, the school environment may push immigrant youth toward the safety and comfort of their own community institutions and the bonding social capital they offer.

While alienation and cynicism have been used to explain why afterschool programs that involve service to a broader community are not attractive to Hispanic and other minority youth (Torney-Purta, 1990), other reasons include the fact that religious institutions play a significant role in the lives of many immigrant youth (Bankston & Zhou, 2002) and that extracurricular activities often compete with familial obligations such as working to support the family or providing childcare for siblings (Allen, Denner, Yoshikawa, Seidman, & Aber, 1996; Olneck, 1995; Sue, 1981). Extracurricular activities in this country are also a means for adolescents to develop and explore their unique interests. This exploration, with its emphasis on autonomy, differentiation, and self-reliance, is at odds with most of the world's cultures, which are more group oriented (Rotheram-Borus, Dopkins, Sabate, & Lightfoot, 1996; Shemaria, 1993). Cultural differences and priorities may also explain why many youth and their parents prefer youth to focus on academics after school (Wong, 1990) and to socialize within their networks of friends and family.

Immigrant youth who do establish connections with native-born students often find that exposure to American ways results in intergenerational conflict as teens feel the conflicting demands of two cultures (Kakaia, 2000). The may feel they have to choose between connecting to their parents and their home culture and values on the one hand or fitting in with native-born peers and mainstream American culture on the other (Ramirez, 1989).8 While some youth may wish to choose diverse friends and participate in mainstream activities, their parents and peers may prefer that they engage in activities with members of their own community (Olneck, 1995). However, in other families, parents may promote a bicultural identity, encouraging their children to establish friendships with native-born youth so that they develop the values and skills needed to succeed in the larger society (Strier, 1996).

Immigrant youth therefore often participate in activities related to their own cultural organizations. The strong connections to the home community nurtured by such participation provides these youth with resilience through solidarity, social reciprocity, and mentoring (De León, 1996; Gibson, 1988), sheltering them from the difficulties of being strangers in a foreign land. Bonding social capital provides a sense of belonging and acceptance. Within-group affiliations and the social support they provide can improve minority youth's self-esteem and well-being (Rotheram-Borus et al., 1996).

**Development of Bridging Social Capital**

While scholars note the importance of loyalty and social interactions within immigrant communities (Keefe & Padilla, 1987), many recognize, like Putnam, that bridging social capital is essential if these communities are to gain acceptance and status, as well as greater success in political, social, economic, and educational arenas (Fong, 1998; Hughey & Vidich, 1998; O'Regan, 1993; Villareal, Hernandez, & Neighbor, 1987). This bridging can occur within a broader immigrant community, as in a pan-Hispanic community that includes Puerto Ricans, Mexican-Americans, and other Latinos; between different immigrant communities, such as Hmong and Hispanic; and between immigrant and native-born communities, such as Korean and African-American. The benefits of bridging social capital for immigrant youth can be a greater sense of fitting in, increased resources through social networks, and the improvement of English language skills (Gordon, 1964).

Developing social affiliation in immigrant youth addresses not only the issues and problems these youth can face in school and in the wider society but also the potential societal ramifications of their lack of integration. While research has shown that each immigrant group has unique issues and circumstances that either facilitate or inhibit their involvement in the wider community, a number of steps can be taken to improve the likelihood of immigrant youths' involvement. Afterschool programs can supplement schools' effort to provide the knowledge, skills, and relationships that help immigrant youth to develop a sense of belonging and to contribute to the welfare of society.
A PROGRAM TO PROMOTE SOCIAL AFFILIATION

Teen Educators Advocating for Community Health (TEACH) is one such program designed to foster social affiliation in immigrant and minority youth. I began the program in the winter of 1998 and conducted the research described below between then and the spring of 2000. After describing the program’s background, participants, and design, I will illustrate, with excerpts from participants’ reflective writings and from interviews, ways in which the program’s activities nurtured social affiliation and prepared the students for civic engagement.

Examining the role activities played in fostering the teens’ connections to society addresses Dewey’s (1927) conviction that the connections individuals make within their local communities are what brings about improvement in society. This examination also speaks to Dewey’s belief that social change can occur if individual citizens became aware of and connected to larger social issues.

Genesis

The TEACH program was born out of a desire by the University of California, San Diego (UCSD) to create afterschool programs that would form part of an educational pipeline for Latino youth. Latino families, a local Boys and Girls Club, and staff from the city’s Housing Commission were interested in expanding university-sponsored afterschool programming that already existed for K–6 Latino children. After a year of meetings with these parties, with potential youth participants, and with administrators of a high school district, I was asked to develop a program, which would be jointly supported by the district and UCSD, to serve Latino youth. We decided to work with Ten Palms High School, where only 8 percent of students did not continue with their education after high school. Many of those who were not succeeding—who were truant or repeatedly kicked out of class, or who were likely to drop out—were Latinos.

I spent the next year putting together the TEACH program. After gathering support from the university, I worked with the school’s bilingual program coordinator to recruit students. The coordinator approached students individually, while I worked with classes that served our target population: ESL (English as a Second Language) and AVID classes. AVID (Advancement Via Individual Determination) classes are designed to provide high school students with the social and cultural capital to get into college. Besides tutoring, study skills, and assistance with college applications and financial aid forms, AVID offers students a support network in the school so that students know they have a teacher willing to advocate on their behalf.

Participants

At Ten Palms High School, 80 percent of the students were white, 11.5 percent were Asian, 7.6 percent were Hispanic, and 0.9 percent were American Indian, Pacific Islander, or African-American. The school is ranked first in its county and eleventh in the state on the Academic Performance Index, a measure of California’s statewide standardized test. Only 5 percent of the students qualified for the federally funded meal program, and about 4 percent participated each semester in special classes including AVID, bilingual/sheltered classes for bilingual students in regular school subjects, and ESL classes. In these special classes, according to school statistics, approximately 65 percent of the students were Hispanic and about 35 percent were from Asia or the Middle East.

Afterschool programs can supplement the schools’ effort to provide the knowledge, skills, and relationships that help immigrant youth to develop a sense of belonging and to contribute to the welfare of society.

Each semester, 15 to 23 students enrolled in the TEACH program, with 50 to 100 percent of them being Latino/a. By the end of the data collection period, 64 teens had completed the program. Forty-two were Hispanic, 17 were Asian, two were Persian, one was Turkish, and two considered themselves of mixed race. These last two and three others were the only non-immigrant participants. Fifty-eight percent of TEACH participants qualified for the federal lunch program. After the first semester, at least a third of enrollees were students who had previously taken the program. We learned from conversations with school staff and with teens who signed up but dropped the class in the first few weeks that students who were in the classes we targeted but did not participate in TEACH were deterred because they could not get to and from the program, had to work, or were needed to provide childcare at home.

All of the non-Hispanic students in TEACH were from middle- or upper-middle-class backgrounds and lived in condominium and townhouse complexes near the school. Some of these non-Hispanic immigrants were children of parents who had come to work in the county’s high-tech industries; the rest had been sent by their parents to live
with relatives in order to get an education in the U.S. In contrast, all but two of the Hispanic students lived in two Hispanic enclaves of low-income housing that were markedly separate from the surrounding wealthy white neighborhoods. While only one of the Hispanic students had a parent who had attended college, all of the non-Hispanic students had at least one such parent.

Program Design

TEACH was divided into three different segments that required students to attend for an hour and a half on each of three different days during a 13-week semester, as illustrated in Figure 1. The class segment on public health and adolescent development met on Thursdays. Under my guidance, university undergraduates who worked on campus as Student Health Advocates (SHAs) presented a curriculum designed to introduce teens to a wide range of issues dealing with human development across the lifespan, such as personal relationships, discrimination, sexuality, parenthood, eating disorders, and substance abuse prevention. The sessions typically began either with a short introduction of the topic or a presentation from a representative of an organization such as Planned Parenthood, Alcoholics Anonymous, or Mothers Against Drunk Driving. The SHAs then facilitated small-group discussions or activities around the day’s topic. Finally, small groups presented a summary of their discussion or activity to the whole group so that participants could share what was covered and learn from each other.

The second segment of TEACH was two hours a week of community service. We organized a variety of sites, including a Boys and Girls Club, churches, a public housing site, and an elementary school, in which the teens worked with preschool and elementary school children. Other students volunteered at libraries, community service organizations, and an animal shelter. Students’ activities included tutoring, babysitting, working with kids on computers, organizing sports and games, sorting and racking used clothing, distributing food, and previewing literature and films on teen pregnancy prevention.

The Monday segment of the program focused on career training. During the first month, the teens met at a local elementary school to learn basic computer skills. They opened email accounts and learned simple computer applications such as word processing and navigating the Internet. If time permitted, they began to construct their own web pages. After four weeks, the students chose from a variety of career groups. They worked for nine weeks in small groups with professionals, learning about careers and designing related projects. For instance, students in the medicine and health group worked with pediatric residents to design websites on cancer and on eating disorders. Students in the business and finance group worked with a stockbroker to develop a budget,
stock portfolio, or business plan. The visual arts and communication group worked with graduate students to produce videos, while the social sciences group did field work with the help of graduate students. A physics professor and his students ran a science and technology group in which students made radios, telephones, and strobe lights. Education professors taught computer game design, a web developer taught web page construction, practitioners of alternative medicine taught therapeutic techniques, a journalist taught online publishing, and a theatre major directed short dramas related to the Thursday sessions.

I brought in other resources from the university and community, in addition to the career group leaders, to enhance the program. Campus student organizations I recruited included not only the SHAs but also Student Safety Awareness and the Early Academic Outreach Program. I added additional undergraduate mentors by opening the site to students in a practicum course in Human Development Research and by persuading academic departments to provide undergraduate volunteers with school credit. During the two years we were hosted by a Boys and Girls Club, I also got club staff volunteers to organize activities designed to help integrate the students into the club.

**RESEARCHING CHANGE IN INDIVIDUALS AND COMMUNITIES**

In designing the TEACH program, I intended to bring about change both in the teens and in their communities. The visual arts and communication group worked with graduate students to produce videos, while the social sciences group did field work with the help of graduate students. A physics professor and his students ran a science and technology group in which students made radios, telephones, and strobe lights.

I worked with the school district and the school’s bilingual coordinators to improve the educational and social potential of the school’s immigrant and minority students. My study of the program and its benefits to the teens and their communities had elements of an action research model. Action research is intended to change an organization through the participation of a researcher (Eden & Huxham, 1996). My research was interactive and collaborative: It was designed to affect the behavior and knowledge of the research subjects and to influence practice and policy in the school, community, and university. TEACH and the data I provided about it enabled the school district to increase the amount of support offered to immigrant and minority teens. At the same time, TEACH was meant to encourage the youth to take greater responsibility for improving the health and well-being of their communities. Constructed around youth development and increasing civic involvement, my research agenda emphasized mentoring and intergenerational interactions,
developing topics of interest for the teens, finding a variety of adults to share career opportunities, and working with these adults to create hands-on projects that would ignite an interest in learning. By organizing TEACH around community service, career development, and public health issues, I had structured opportunities to observe the formation of social affiliation.

Using participant observation methods, I collected detailed information about what was happening during activities and how the youth were experiencing their participation. The data came from multiple sources, as shown in Table 1. Much of the data either was from the youth about their experiences, or was written or recorded by others involved in the program about those same experiences. As the program director, I wrote participant observation field notes and interviewed teens, undergraduates, my liaisons at the school, and a couple of the teens’ ESL teachers. I also made audio recordings of several discussions during public health classes and of presentations the teens made either to TEACH participants or to other peers during our recruitment days at the school. I had the SHAs’ field notes on the public health activities, and observer-participant field notes from the undergraduates in the human development practicum. I also collected and analyzed homework assignments: autobiographies, peer interaction reflections, and questions about their thoughts and beliefs on issues from the public health class. I had the students’ community service journals, in which they described and reflected on their interactions with children or adults, wrote about the population being served, and compared that community to their home community. The students filled out leadership questionnaires and pre- and post-surveys before beginning and after completing the program. I also analyzed the six videos from the video production class. I involved the teens, undergraduate mentors and research students, and the bilingual coordinators in analyzing the data.

After compiling all the data, I chose five teens as examples for this study. They are not a random sample; rather, I was conscientious about representing the diverse characteristics of the TEACH teens and of students in ESL, AVID, and bilingual classes at Ten Palms High School. I focused on three girls and two boys because there were more girls than boys in TEACH. Two of the girls, Alice (AO) and Claire (CL), and one of the boys, Chris (CC), were Hispanic and of low socioeconomic status. Mimi (MK), who is Korean, and Sal, (SE), who is Persian, were from the middle to upper-middle class. The students had varying English-language abilities: Claire and Sal were at a low level, Alice and Chris were in the middle, and Mimi was at a higher level. I chose these students because they took the course twice, which was the modal category of times the 64 teens registered to take TEACH—though many who repeated the program did not do so in the semester immediately following their first semester in TEACH. Teens who took the program once were less likely to have been affected by the program, while students who took it more than twice would be more likely to have been affected.

My research was interactive and collaborative: It was designed to affect the behavior and knowledge of the research subjects and to influence practice and policy in the school, community, and university. The data came from multiple sources, as shown in Table 1. Much of the data either was from the youth about their experiences, or was written or recorded by others involved in the program about those same experiences. As the program director, I wrote participant observation field notes and interviewed teens, undergraduates, my liaisons at the school, and a couple of the teens’ ESL teachers. I also made audio recordings of several discussions during public health classes and of presentations the teens made either to TEACH participants or to other peers during our recruitment days at the school. I had the SHAs’ field notes on the public health activities, and observer-participant field notes from the undergraduates in the human development practicum. I also collected and analyzed surveys and interviews with the teens and school staff that several of the human development practicum students conducted as part of their research projects.

These data supplemented the teens’ own descriptions of events in their journals and homework assignments by providing information about what the teens were experiencing and what they were doing with the knowledge, skills, and competencies they were acquiring. I also collected and analyzed homework assignments: autobiographies, peer interaction reflections, and questions about their thoughts and beliefs on issues from the public health class. I had the students’ community service journals, in which they described and reflected on their interactions with children or adults, wrote about the population being served, and compared that community to their home community. The students filled out leadership questionnaires and pre- and post-surveys before beginning and after completing the program. I also analyzed the six videos from the video production class. I involved the teens, undergraduate mentors and research students, and the bilingual coordinators in analyzing the data.

After compiling all the data, I chose five teens as examples for this study. They are not a random sample; rather, I was conscientious about representing the diverse characteristics of the TEACH teens and of students in ESL, AVID, and bilingual classes at Ten Palms High School. I focused on three girls and two boys because there were more girls than boys in TEACH. Two of the girls, Alice (AO) and Claire (CL), and one of the boys, Chris (CC), were Hispanic and of low socioeconomic status. Mimi (MK), who is Korean, and Sal, (SE), who is Persian, were from the middle to upper-middle class. The students had varying English-language abilities: Claire and Sal were at a low level, Alice and Chris were in the middle, and Mimi was at a higher level. I chose these students because they took the course twice, which was the modal category of times the 64 teens registered to take TEACH—though many who repeated the program did not do so in the semester immediately following their first semester in TEACH. Teens who took the program once were less likely to have been affected by the program, while students who took it more than twice would be more likely to have been affected.
likely have been affected to a greater degree. Data from two semesters’ worth of participation allowed me to analyze how the program’s resources and networks affected the students’ sense of social affiliation when they participated in community life over a sustained period of time. Previous research on service learning showed that six months was the minimum time period for service to have an impact (Niemi, Hepburn, & Chapman, 2000). By focusing on those who took the program twice, I narrowed the group from 64 participants to 20, and then selected a representative sample from this smaller group. Because a little fewer than half of the 64 TEACH participants had previous experience as volunteers, I chose two who had previously volunteered and three who had not. I selected the excerpts included in this article based on two criteria: They were representative of what several teens or undergraduates wrote or said, and they clearly conveyed ideas or beliefs.

**DESIGNING ACTIVITIES TO PROMOTE SOCIAL AFFILIATION**

TEACH activities were designed to provide students with meaningful educational opportunities they might not otherwise have had and to help them develop knowledge and competencies that would enable them to address and serve the needs of their communities. I wanted the teens to learn about issues that were relevant to their lives; to meet peers, children, young adults, and adults with diverse backgrounds; to develop knowledge and skills that could be valuable in the future; and to do something that would make them feel useful. The career development classes, community service, and public health class were designed to provide the youth with opportunities to expand their social networks. They fostered a sense of affiliation by giving the teens opportunities to cultivate connections with others and with the society at large. The teens made these connections as they participated in real-life experiences, gained perspective on social issues, learned to see themselves as resources, and created a TEACH community.

**Fostering Social Affiliation in Informal Learning Environments**

During discussions early on in the program, I asked the teens why they thought minority youth neither participated fully nor asked for help or information in school. Representative responses included “Others might laugh” (MN, 1998), “Teens have low confidence” (AO, 1998), “It is taking a risk” (MH, 1998), and “You have to be able to say ‘I don’t know’” (SE, 1998). When I asked them how it gets easier to participate and acquire information, they said, “Confidence and experience makes it easier to ask” (RH, 1998), “You realize it is for your own benefit” (AO, 1998), and “With greater self-esteem, there is less concern about what others may think of you” (MN, 1998). Being able to participate, ask questions, and seek assistance without feeling embarrassed was a significant concern for these teens.

To help them establish relationships and feel comfortable amongst themselves and with the adult participants, I tried to create an informal learning environment where the teens weren’t required to provide a correct answer and “didn’t feel like [they] were being judged” (CL, 1999). The career groups each had between three and eight teens. The Thursday sessions, though they included the entire class, were designed to be less formal than a regular school class. The whole group always met in a circle, and most of the time was spent in small groups that we formed of teens from diverse backgrounds. An SHA wrote, “I’ve . . . come to realize the value in having everyone sit in a circle. It makes the class more like an informal talk, so that everyone can feel more comfortable raising questions and not get embarrassed” (JH, 1998). She recognized that the way the room and participants were organized was a factor in fostering involvement. The “group cohesion really helped get all necessary information across” (JH, 1998) and allowed the youth to hear responses to questions from other teens and adults.

The teens recognized that this level of rapport allowed them to ask uncomfortable questions without being embarrassed. Claire said in an interview that “I have more trust when we’re in the small groups. I feel like I can focus more and people are paying more attention to me. Like I pay attention to them” (CL, 1999). Mimi wrote:

> All the people in the TEACH program, I trusted them.”

value in having everyone sit in a circle. It makes the class more like an informal talk, so that everyone can feel more comfortable raising questions and not get embarrassed” (JH, 1998). She recognized that the way the room and participants were organized was a factor in fostering involvement. The “group cohesion really helped get all necessary information across” (JH, 1998) and allowed the youth to hear responses to questions from other teens and adults.

The teens recognized that this level of rapport allowed them to ask uncomfortable questions without being embarrassed. Claire said in an interview that “I have more trust when we’re in the small groups. I feel like I can focus more and people are paying more attention to me. Like I pay attention to them” (CL, 1999). Mimi wrote:

> All the people in the TEACH program, I trusted them, I felt confident around them that they wouldn’t laugh at me. Because we were able to talk about
some personal issues in the classroom discussions without being embarrassed or without worrying about how people would think, I think each and everyone in our class has some kinds of trust in people. The teachers and UCSD people always made us feel that the stuff we say is important and not stupid and that they care. (MK, 2000)

These girls felt they could speak out because they knew that their contributions were valuable and valued by others. They could explore thoughts, feelings, beliefs, and values with others in the program once a sense of trust and connection had been established.

Though small, informal discussions and learning environments were the mainstay of the program, the public health segments usually involved the whole group. The SHAs and I developed activities and recruited speakers on issues that the teens, their families, or their friends experienced. We wanted to nurture a sense of social affiliation by helping the teens connect to issues they and the larger society face. To do so, we provided activities that would help them develop perspective by sharing values, beliefs, and opinions. For instance, we explored the topic of teen pregnancy through films, visits by representatives of Planned Parenthood, and panels of teen mothers. These activities gave the teens an opportunity to develop empathy and understanding as they worked through social issues and developed a relationship to those issues. We (and the school) attempted to convey the experience of being a teen parent by having students carry dolls around for a week. Hearing teen mothers discuss their experiences gave the youth a chance to develop a deeper understanding of the issues teen moms and their children face than they would have gained by listening to statistics. They could ask questions, reflect on the answers, and formulate positions and responses. Mimi wrote, “I think it’s the best when you get advice from other experienced people, people who already had to go through the same problem. This way you can see the advantages and disadvantages of the choices [they made]” (MK, 1999).

The process of searching for meaning and of connecting with a broader community around social issues nurtured social affiliation. For example, an undergraduate described in a field note how a discussion about a video shown by a Planned Parenthood representative turned out differently than he had expected:

This video followed two Latino couples. . . . The video went over the consequences of having a child at a young age, i.e. the health risks, the financial hardships, the lives teen parents live. . . . When the movie finished, the presenter asked the students, “What does society think of teenage pregnancy?” Nobody spoke, so Marc ended up calling on people. . . . The discussion then went to the problems with the video. Catalina said, “They didn’t talk about the parents and whether they were involved.” Another teen said, “They only discussed the negative aspects of having a child,” and several of the students shook
their heads in agreement. Then Chris said, “The people in the video were all Hispanic.” The teens had a reason to question the video that was shown because it only had Hispanic couples. Catalina and Chris pointed out that this sort of thing does not only happen to Hispanics and that it was unfair to generalize. I think the TEACH program has helped them to question what is seen and heard and to watch things with a critical eye. (TG, 2000)

As the teens analyzed and critiqued the video, they connected media literacy with civic involvement. The Latinos objected to the portrayal of teen pregnancy as a Hispanic problem. In addition, though the video was meant to scare them, they critiqued the lack of portrayal of the positive aspects of having a child for many teen parents. In sharing their perspectives on and interpretations of the issue, the teens saw how different people could watch the same video or discuss the same topic yet focus on different aspects of the presentation and make unique interpretations. As the undergraduate points out, activities such as viewing the video and discussing it allowed the teens to deliberate, debate, and critique social issues. They were learning to “speak with other people that speak and think different[ly]” (CL, 1999). The teens were learning about and developing a connection to social issues; they were discovering how they relate to those issue and how others view them as well. In addition, they were developing a sense of fairness, of what is right and wrong with society, and of the ways the media can slant issues. The teens’ increased knowledge and depth of understanding enhanced their ability to connect both with other teens and with issues youth face.

TEACH discussions on teen health issues allowed the students to get to know what others think, believe, and feel, which in turn helped them develop empathy for others. Talking to the girls in the class and hearing from Latina teen mothers in the video and the panel provided Chris with a new perspective on girls, guys, and teen pregnancy:

I got kind of scared because of some things that the girls said that they felt like they were worthless and that they didn’t want to live. I also realized some things that us guys do. For example we basically manipulate the girls and make them do what we want from them. . . . I’ve kind of have changed the way I think about how teens can get pregnant just like that, and how it is for the girls to go through all that pain and the problems. I think my [perception] of pregnancy changed because of the presentations. (CC, 2000)

Talking to the girls in the class and hearing from Latina teen mothers in the video and the panel provided Chris with a new perspective on girls, guys, and teen pregnancy.

In addition to recognizing the detrimental effect of guys’ behaviors on girls’ mental health, Chris found a new appreciation and sympathy for what girls can experience. Getting to know how girls felt about relationships and pregnancy altered his perspective on women and enhanced his connection to them. Recognizing how his behavior could influence others, Chris was learning to treat girls with care and respect. He was also learning to think critically about social issues as a result of listening to different viewpoints.

After two weeks of discussions about sex education and whether or not it should be taught in school, Mimi could see the differences between the way she and her peers related to the topic. While the discussions gave Mimi a sense of closeness with her peers in that they were all teens whose reality was that others made decisions for them, she also reflected on the difference in their values and beliefs about sex education, teen pregnancy, and youth rights. She found that listening to others, learning how people can view things in different ways, and developing empathy were necessary conditions for people to work together for the common good.

For Mimi, being a good listener made it easier to understand other people. By learning from her peers, Mimi was developing a sense of self in relation to the social world. She was also achieving one of the goals she identified in the pre-program survey: learning how to work with people.

The career groups were another place for the teens to explore social issues such as racism and stereotypes.
Whether it was the boys learning what it means to be a girl in a relationship, or non-Hispanic immigrants learning what it means to be followed around a convenience store by a manager, the youth were gaining perspective and empathy, dispelling stereotypes and preconceived ideas, and generating thoughts and solutions about how to improve the health and well-being of their communities.

The projects of the video production groups, for example, gave the teens an opportunity to respond to negative stereotypes. In one of the two groups, the teens produced one film analyzing negative media portrayals of minorities; the other was a reenactment of being watched and followed while shopping. In a field note, one of the leaders, also a member of a minority group, illuminates how the teens felt about being portrayed negatively in the media and by society. While the quotations are her own, they are based on numerous discussions with the teens, and on the films.

Students chose to look at minority representations and misrepresentations in the media and negative stereotypes of today's youth. . . . In recognizing that the media circulates meaning, the students were especially concerned with “how minority youth are misrepresented or not represented at all by popular culture in television and movies.” . . . The TEACH students . . . discussed media’s misrepresentations of ethnic minorities and made a parody on how they are criminally stereotyped because of their age. In doing so, the TEACH students were “voicing their views and beliefs within the realm of sociological discourse.” It gave them a chance “to speak up and speak out about the injustices that they see affecting their lives.” (VC, 2000)

Devoting one of the three TEACH classes exclusively to teen issues, and relating several other parts of the program to youth issues as well, provided discussion content and activities in which the teens could share their views. Whether it was the boys learning what it means to be a girl in a relationship, or non-Hispanic immigrants learning what it means to be followed around a convenience store by a manager, the youth were gaining perspective and empathy, dispelling stereotypes and preconceived ideas, and generating thoughts and solutions about how to improve the health and well-being of their communities. In the process, they were developing connections with other people and with society at large. These connections created a level of comfort that facilitated their acquisition of knowledge and understanding. Such connections also nurtured a sense of responsibility to others and provided a basis for the ability to work with diverse others.

Mimi’s response in the post-survey at the end of the program reflects the change that many of the teens experienced between the time they started and finished the TEACH program.

I feel that I’m part of a group and that I’m important to the group like everyone else. . . . Everyone knows each other and cares for each other in this program. Everyone gets along and there is nothing that we are embarrassed about, just like a family. . . . It seems to me that [the TEACH students] care and are thoughtful and sometimes this reminds me of Korea where everyone used to hang-out together. (MK, Survey, 1998)

Because of opportunities to affiliate with diverse others, share personal stories, and discuss embarrassing topics, Mimi was able to overcome her personal fears about people who were not Korean and to establish familial ties with diverse peers. In a city and neighborhood where she had long felt herself a stranger, Mimi found a community that was built around care, thoughtfulness, trust, and camaraderie. These are the qualities that Eliasoph (1998), Rosenblum (1999), and Sanjek (1998) suggest are necessary in order for people to become engaged and concerned citizens.

Supporting Social Affiliation through Intergenerational Interaction

When the teens began the program, they were not naturally inclined to socialize with peers from different ethnic groups. One undergraduate “noticed that students tended to congregate around computers where their friends were and that their friends consisted of people of similar ethnic backgrounds” (NB, 1999). Besides placing the teens in diverse small groups on Mondays and Thursdays so that they had to interact with peers they did not know, I structured community service opportunities so that they would have to interact across generations. The activities and interactions at their community service sites gave them a sense of camaraderie with children, peers, and
adults. Their service showed them that they could learn from others who were different and that they could relate to others who were also learning English. Chris observed, “Being bilingual helped me in TEACH because I can understand other people’s feelings that don’t speak English” (CC, 1999).

Working with immigrants from different backgrounds reduced the anxieties the youth had about others. Claire’s interaction with a child from Thailand at her community service site demonstrates how learning about diverse others breaks down barriers to meaningful interaction.

Today I helped a girl from [Thailand]. It was cool. We had a conversation. We compared both countries. I share my ideas and how is my country. We talk about her country, [what] it looks like. We talked about language and food and everything. And she is learning Spanish and other languages. . . . Also, I learned that if you study hard from the beginning your future will get more easy because a kid learns new things very easily, a language, anything. Because they don’t have a problem. [Their] mind is clean. (CL, 1999)

As Claire and the child learned about each other, Claire was making discoveries about herself and others. These discoveries dissolved stereotypes and taught Claire about humankind, geography, language, and food.

Claire’s interactions with children and the diverse teens in the program were part of a change in Claire that occurred as she began to feel more comfortable with non-Hispanic people. At first she said that she liked to hang out only with Hispanics because “they speak Spanish. Americans and Asians are different, their culture is so different. I’ve always been afraid to say something bad, that I’d offend someone. My Spanish-speaking friends have similar interests and ways of viewing the world even though they all come from different countries” (CL, 1998). A semester later, an undergraduate interviewed Claire about her friends. Claire said, “Now I’m friends with some of the people I’ve met in TEACH. We don’t talk about where we’re from or our culture; we just understand each other ’cause we’ve moved from a [foreign] country to the U.S. We know what it’s like to come here as strangers. I can be friends with Asians now cause we can share stories about where we come from” (CL, 1999). TEACH activities had provided Claire with an opportunity to get to know diverse peers and children in ways that challenged her stereotypes and reduced her anxieties. Sharing stories, talking about social issues, and discovering commonalities with diverse others helped prepare Claire to work more comfortably with non-Latinos.

The participation of the undergraduate SHAs and research practicum students provided another opportunity for intergenerational interaction to help the teens build social networks outside their own community. A field note from one of the undergraduates illustrates how she served as a bridge for teens who spoke different languages.

A few minutes later I noted that almost everyone sitting around the table I was at spoke in English. Except Carson and James who spoke in Chinese, or possibly a dialect of Chinese. I don’t know what they were talking about. Also Claire and Alice were speaking in Spanish, discussing an upcoming dance show they will be performing in at school. I chimed in on their conversation in English, asking them what type of dance they were working on. Claire responded in Spanish, while Alice spoke to me in English. I mentioned that I am a dance minor at UCSD and that I teach dance at Carlsbad High School. Both Claire and Alice’s eyes widened as they turned to one another smiling, then turned back to face me. Alice asked me in English what kind of dance I do and teach. I responded that I’ve done everything from African and Latin dance through Jazz and Modern. They told me their dance was Jazz. James then asked how long I have been dancing and I said since I was really young. Carson wanted to know what I liked about dancing. (NB, 1999)

By bringing a conversation in Spanish to a larger group where everyone shared English as their second language, the undergraduate helped James and Carson connect with Alice and Claire. Instead of several separate conversations in Chinese and Spanish, the table was now abuzz with students’ talk about dance in English.

The opportunities for social affiliation provided by TEACH allowed the teens to learn from children, peers, and adults of different origins, backgrounds, and histories and to bond with these diverse others. They also developed connections to issues of concern to their communities and the larger society. Knowledge
Instead of several separate conversations in Chinese and Spanish, the table was now abuzz with students’ talk about dance in English.

about diverse others dispelled some of the teens’ stereotypes and preconceived ideas. Their perspectives and relationships to the world around them began to broaden and change: Claire changed the way she thought and felt about non-Hispanics, Chris changed the way he thought and felt about women, and Mimi made friends with non-Korean students.

**Developing Civic Involvement**

While changes in how one thinks and feels about diverse others can lay a foundation for developing bridging social capital, actual participation in social networks outside the program was the next step along the continuum toward participation in diverse communities in adulthood. In the next set of examples, I will explore the relationship between social affiliation and civic involvement using data from and about Alice, Mimi, and Sal. This data illustrates how participation in TEACH increased these teens’ sense of responsibility to others and changed their perception of their role in the community. The connections these three teens established to others and to the society at large nurtured a sense of belonging and responsibility—one component of civic involvement. All three continued to be involved, at varying levels, in service to others when they weren’t participating in TEACH.

After a semester in TEACH, the teens were asked by the Boys and Girls Club if they would be interested in running a summer computer program for children similar to two programs at our community service sites. Alice was one of the first teens to volunteer. She was, according to the club’s youth director, “instrumental in coordinating her peers” (RS, 1998). The teens had decided to call the program the “TEACH Summer Computer World.” After working with children and other teens for a month, the teens decided to start a class in English and computers for adults. They developed curricula and a class schedule, set up babysitting for parents with children, and did publicity around their neighborhoods. According to the club staff member who supervised the youth,

Alice put in the most time helping to set up and run the program. She got her friends to put up fliers in two neighborhoods and she knocked on people’s doors to try and get parents to come. She took the lead in developing activities for parents who had never worked on computers and for parents who wanted to learn English. (JR 1998)

Although only four adults and a handful of kids showed up at either of the two classes during the four weeks they were offered, the experience demonstrates how Alice had learned to act on a sense of responsibility and commitment to the well-being of her community. Her participation in TEACH and as a community service volunteer gave her an opportunity to use her energy to improve community life. As a teen leader and coordinator, she worked both with children who came for the summer computer camp, who were mostly white children, and with Latino parents from her own community.

The school’s bilingual coordinator, a year later, also recognized Alice’s leadership skills and sense of responsibility for others:

Alice has really picked up in her leadership skills. She is not a senior, but she was such an incredible leader that kids that were seniors actually came to her for help. . . . She would help kids with assignments they couldn’t understand or couldn’t finish. . . . She is more assertive, asking more questions, trying to get different information that she needed. Like, she is really being an advocate for herself and her peers. . . . She is also a good role model because of her own actions and she makes lots of positive choices. . . . Really staying away from drugs and alcohol and vocalizing that, and saying this is a choice I am making. . . . She has made changes because of the information she received in TEACH, like the information on teen pregnancy. I know she talks with a lot of the girls about that. . . . She has thought through career ideas. . . . She is assertive with teachers in a positive way. . . . She doesn’t give up when she has difficulties. (NA, 1999)

After two semesters of involvement in the program, Alice had gained her teachers’ respect and become a role model for her peers. Besides helping her peers with homework and computers, she was advocating for herself and her peers: taking charge, asking questions, and sharing information with the bilingual coordinator to her own and others’ benefit. As she made smart choices about her future and let her friends know how important these choices were to her, Alice was modeling skills needed to engage in a social world that increasingly expands after high school.

Mimi, too, made connections through TEACH activities that set her on the road to community involvement. Her community service work with chil-
After two semesters of involvement in the program, Alice had gained her teachers’ respect and become a role model for her peers.

I really realized the importance of the [community service] sites. Not only can I get the community service hours that college board is looking for but I can learn a lot about these kids. Also, I can get that feeling that’s kind of hard to explain, but kind of a feeling that you’ve done something really great and something good. (MK, 1998)

Mimi had connected to her community service. She learned about kids, herself, and the value of helping others; she felt needed. The following fall semester, she continued to volunteer at her community service site though she was not participating in TEACH. When she enrolled again in TEACH seven months later, she brought a friend, and both volunteered at Mimi’s community service site. By the time she graduated, she said that volunteering at her service site “changed the way I thought about the kinds of activities I’ll become involved with in the future. I want to work with children when I get older and also, I want to open a similar program like this in Korea” (MK, 1999).

Similarly, Sal blossomed during his time with TEACH from shyness to a newfound trust in his own skills and his ability to help others; he became a significant player in the program. During the beginning of Sal’s second semester in TEACH, an undergraduate asked for his help as she was trying to help a new participant paste a written document into an e-mail. She wrote,

As we were winding up the final exercise, an Asian boy asked me a question about how to execute a particular function on the computer. I admitted that I was just as in the dark as he was. I then noticed that the boy seated to the left of him [Sal] had completed the task. I asked the second boy if he could show us how to complete the last portion of the assignment. His eyes widened as he shook his head with a fervent, “Of course! No problem.” He asked the Asian boy where he was stuck, then he backtracked on his own computer so that both computer screens looked the same. Next, he used his own computer to guide the other boy through the necessary steps to completion. When they finished, the Asian boy thanked the other boy for his help and I did too. I pointed out that I wouldn’t have known how to complete the task if it weren’t for his assistance. (NB, 1999)
By studying activities rather than programs, processes rather than outcomes, we can get a sense of some of the influences that can orient teens outward.

Sal was excited about the opportunity to help a peer and the undergraduate. Through their “engagement with others in a system of ongoing guidance and support” (Rogoff, 1994, p. 216), Sal and the other boy were learning how to function in community activities. The undergraduate was teaching the new teen how to ask for help and was fostering a level of comfort between the two teens. She recognized that being useful to others can be the basis for developing bridging social capital:

I believe that the boy I asked to help us felt honored and acknowledged for his familiarity with the computer. . . . I think this interaction was also of importance since it gave the student that helped us (I believe he is of Middle Eastern background, but am not certain yet) a bridge through which he could connect with the Asian boy and myself. I know that in the future, I will feel comfortable approaching him with questions, and I believe that the Asian boy probably feels more at ease in asking for assistance from this peer in the future, as well. (NB, 1999)

Sal acquired the computer skills he used that day during his first semester in TEACH. He learned not only to set up an email account and use word processing but also to create web pages. He became so proficient that, during his second semester in the program, I asked him and three of his peers who had returned to TEACH to give an introduction to web surfing. Though Sal was uncomfortable and could not command the undivided attention of his classmates, he was able to convey the information needed to surf the web while protecting one’s identity and privacy. During that same semester, Sal made a web page on eating disorders for his medicine and health career group.

After Sal had graduated, I needed a new computer instructor. I asked Sal to run the computer career class. Though he was going to school and working to pay for his education, he ran the class for three semesters without compensation. As a volunteer, Sal taught the basic four-week computer course and then taught a smaller group of teens how to make web pages. His improved English and increased self-confidence made him a good teacher. He not only took responsibility for helping other teens learn but also established social networks with adults that gave him confidence in his abilities and provided a source of references for job and college applications. His web skills enabled him to get a job at a web design company during his freshman and sophomore years that helped pay his college expenses.

ACTIVITIES THAT FOSTER CIVIC ENGAGEMENT

The TEACH data suggest that activities can foster civic engagement by providing a context in which teens can experience social affiliation. TEACH activities brought the youth together with diverse children, adults, and peers in small, intimate environments in order to establish community on a local level. In their community service, the Monday career groups, and the Thursday discussions, the teens were encouraged to teach, learn, express opinions, and challenge themselves. The informal small-group discussions, the intimacy of the activities, the relevance of the material, the intergenerational contact, and the opportunity to help others broadened the teens’ perspectives. They learned to seek answers to difficult questions, to examine and interpret alternative points of view, and to reflect critically on society and their role in it. TEACH activities gave teens the opportunity to communicate with and trust diverse others, develop empathy, share what they had learned with their peers and community, and establish connections with the wider social world.

Foundations for the Development of Bridging Social Capital

Structuring activities to bring immigrant youth together with diverse peers, children, and adults can lay a foundation for developing bridging social capital. By studying activities rather than programs, processes rather than outcomes, we can get a sense of some of the influences that can orient teens outward. Knowing what activity configurations and elements of activities contribute to social affiliation, and recognizing what can happen within an activity to affect participation, can help youth workers organize activities that encourage immigrant youth to become engaged in community life.

For instance, if the objective of a program is to develop a connection to important societal issues, the activities should provide teens with the opportunity to analyze, critique, and discuss approaches to those issues. If the objective is to develop civic engagement, teens should perform community service with adult role models who demonstrate altruism through their participation with diverse others. If the objective is to promote social affiliation in community service, then teens should work with others, rather than alone, whether they are sorting clothes,
sealing envelopes, or caring for children. If the objective is to help immigrant youth develop bridging social capital, the program must set up activities that involve learning about and getting to know diverse others, not just those whom teens already know. Getting to know diverse others takes time and requires sharing one’s beliefs, values, and experiences, which in turn means that participants are vulnerable to each other. Activities must therefore be structured to provide a supportive environment. Because the development of bridging social capital was one of our desired outcomes, TEACH activities were designed in such a way that the teens had opportunities to work with youth and adults from a variety of backgrounds and to acquire and share information in a variety of situations, so that they could feel connected to the society at large.

According to Eyler and Giles (1999), an appreciation of different cultures and the reduction of negative stereotypes are first steps in the process by which involvement affects interpersonal development. In the TEACH program, sustained exposure to diverse others in activities that required conversation and collaboration provided the teens with opportunities to recognize their similarities with their peers—in terms of ideas; beliefs; and the process of adjusting to adolescence, a new country, and a new culture—and to explore their differences. They could then use this information to rethink stereotypes and to develop empathy and new perspectives. In comparing their opinions on issues concerning their communities’ health with those of their peers and adult mentors, they developed relationships outside their immediate circle of family and friends. In creating a community that differed from their home and school community, the teens were developing connections to the larger society. Many teens’ orientation toward diversity changed because of these opportunities to affiliate with diverse others. Claire, for instance, discovered that she could be friends with Asians and enjoyed working with them at her service site, while Chris developed a greater respect for females.

The trust the teens developed for diverse others expanded their circle of relationships and laid a foundation for the development of bridging social capital. Though participation in the TEACH program fostered relationships and increased understanding about diverse others among the teens, most of the connections between the teens were more like acquaintanceships than friendships. I knew from the pre-surveys that forming friendships was not a priority for most of the teens when they started the program. Of 40 pre-survey responses to questions asking what teens wanted to get out of the program, only one listed wanting to socialize with others, two listed wanting to learn how to work with people, and two listed wanting to meet new people. Nevertheless, I expected that more friendships would develop than actually did. Though some teens significantly increased their social circle within and outside of TEACH, only a few formed close friendships with peers they had not known prior to the program. For example, though Claire said that she overcame her hesitation about establishing relationships with non-Hispanic teens and could become friends with Asians, her only friends in the program were other Latinas. Of the five students I’ve focused on in this article, only Sal, Mimi, and Alice mixed socially or formed friendships with diverse teens at school, according to our liaison and several of the teens’ teachers—and Mimi was the student who wrote in her pre-survey that she wanted to meet new people and make friends.

The trust the teens developed for diverse others expanded their circle of relationships and laid a foundation for the development of bridging social capital.

Questions for Further Research

We did find that bridging social capital appeared to develop more often when the teens had to spend longer periods of time working together with their diverse peers either at the community service sites or in the career groups. Geographical considerations, compounded by carpools and friends’ choices, affected the choice of service sites, so that many of the Asian and Middle Eastern teens went to a site near where they and their friends lived while the Latino students chose sites near their own homes. These considerations thus inhibited the development of relationships with diverse others. However, we also found that the career groups fostered bridging social capital when the teens divided into groups based on interest rather than on whether their friends were also going to be in the group.
Factors such as age, gender, personality, previous social experience, and parental orientation toward outside groups could also have affected the teens' orientation toward making new friends. These factors are worth investigating to see why more friendships were not established and what conditions are necessary to foster close friendships with diverse others. Is it that teens need to spend more social time with diverse peers, or do they need to have grown up with them? Exploring the development of friendships, or lack thereof, would help us better understand how bridging social capital is established and sustained, and how it affects immigrant youth. It may be that formation of close friendships is unnecessary for the development of bridging social capital. It may also be the case that acquaintanceships and a level of comfort with diverse others are building blocks that lead to bridging social capital. If either of these are true, then the kinds of connections TEACH activities enabled its participants to form may well have provided the teens with a foundation for bridging social capital.

Participation in TEACH did not lead the teens to engage more in the school community. None of the teens participated more in extracurricular activities except one for which they received school credit.\(^{17}\) However, TEACH did foster a sense of community outside of school that the teens recognized as important and valuable, as shown by their responses in the post-
surveys, by the number who continued with community service, and by the fact that 46 percent of them took the course more than once. They returned because they came to see the program as a comfortable and safe place to explore their adolescent experiences with other immigrant and minority teens. Claire and Sal summed up the feelings of many of the TEACH students. Claire wrote that the TEACH students were “more interested in [learning] material and take themselves more seriously” than others at the school. “We seek out answers and like discussing issues” (CL, 1999). Sal wrote, “there have been days in which I didn’t go to school but I went to TEACH program. It doesn’t feel like a classroom. It feels more like a room with a bunch of teenagers who want to learn about their community and participate in different activities” (SE, 1999). Thus, even if the sense of community that teens got from their participation in TEACH did not transfer to a sense of belonging to the school, knowing more people reduced the teens’ isolation in school. The teens could talk with others, for instance, in their ESL classes, with whom they would not otherwise have engaged. In addition, they could feel more comfortable in social situations that required interacting with diverse others. This comfort may have contributed to the fact that almost half of the teens participated in community service after TEACH.\(^{18}\)

A last issue for further exploration lies in the fact that the majority of teens did not take greater advantage of the mentoring opportunities TEACH provided. The teens did embrace opportunities to establish relationships with undergraduates and adults in the program and at their community service sites; they did not avoid adults who were not from their own community. Yet, despite the benefits of affiliating with adults, the teens rarely drew on their new adult social network. Only a handful of teens asked for our assistance in filling out college and financial aid forms. Only a few—only Sal in the group of five I focused on—asked me or the undergraduates for letters of recommendation for a job. In addition, one of my assistants and I were the only adults to establish relationships with the teens that included socializing outside of the program. We met with several different groups of girls for meals on occasion during the summer, and two teens invited me to their graduation—but only a handful of the teens were included in these groups. Without opportunities to spend time with them at home and school, I had no information about any social capital they might have been getting from adults at school or in their communities. Knowing the sources teens use to build social capital could provide more information about how and when bonding and bridging social capital develop. Examining other sources of social capital would tell us whether after-school programs are redundant or rather provide opportunities teens might not otherwise have. It would also be important to ascertain whether language, cultural, or age barriers caused discomfort for some teens. Finally, understanding how teens valued adult mentorship and what they expected from it could also serve other youth workers who try to establish and maintain productive mentoring relationships.

Acquiring bridging social capital is a process rooted in relations and activities. Though the teens did not necessarily establish bridging social capital in TEACH or establish close friendships with their peers and adult...
mentors, they did start to acquire the tools necessary to work successfully with diverse others in colleges, workplaces, community groups, political meetings, and voluntary organizations. They improved their communication skills, broke down barriers, and developed a community. They acquired a greater sense of responsibility and commitment to their own communities and to society—and acted on that commitment. Focusing on the activities that foster social affiliation, and on the role social affiliation plays in developing civic engagement in immigrant youth, is a focus on possibilities: the possibilities for growth and future success that can happen when youth get to know diverse others and learn about issues of concern for the broader society. If afterschool programs can help young people form productive social networks, then they can become places where the sons and daughters of immigrant parents gain access to the invisible networks of relationships that facilitate success for the children of native-born or more privileged families.
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NOTES

1 According to the 2000 Census, 11 percent of the United States' population, or 31 million people, are foreign-born. Over eight million of those immigrants are from Asia, while 16 million are from Latin America. Five percent of children in the first through twelfth grades are foreign-born, 20 percent have at least one foreign-born parent, and over 10 percent speak a language other than English at home. In California, where TEACH is located, one out of every four students was born outside the U.S. (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 2000).

2 Here are a few examples of some of these social and economic realities: Only 51.3 percent of all Hispanics and 43.6 percent of Mexican Americans aged 25 or over have at least a high school education. Hispanics have lower family incomes and higher unemployment rates than non-Hispanics and, because of their concentration in lower-income jobs, higher rates of employment do not improve their socioeconomic situation (National Council of La Raza, 1992). Central American immigrant families have the highest unemployment and lowest-level occupational status (McCloskey, Southwick, Fernandez-Esquer, & Locke, 1995) because most are without working papers, which leaves them susceptible to exploitation by employers who pay reduced wages for service jobs.

3 Only when the Boys Club changed to the Boys and Girls Clubs did the organization shift its focus from male youth to youth of both genders from all races and classes.


5 The significant difference between community service and service learning is that the latter has an educational component that often includes reflection and incorporation into a class curriculum while the main component of the former is service.

6 According to data from the National Service-Learning Clearinghouse based at the University of Minnesota, the number of students engaged in high school service learning increased 363 percent from approximately 2.7 million in 1984 to 12.5 million in 1997. By 1999, 64 percent of all public schools, including 83 percent of public high schools, had students participating in community service activities (National Center for Educational Statistics, 1999).

7 A lack of school success, rejection by peers and teachers, and prejudice can not only lead to feelings of
marginalization, but can also be related to higher rates of dropping out of school than in native-born populations (Ogbu, 1996; Olneck, 1995). This has been found to be true in some Hispanic communities (Horowitz, 1983; Suarez-Orozco, 1989) and in some Asian and Pacific Islander communities (Kiang, 1990; Lee, 1996; Pang, 1995).

It is not true that all youth experience parental conflicts. Arredondo (1984) and Gibson (1988) have shown that many immigrant youth maintain non-conflictual relationships with their parents during adolescence.

These statistics were provided by Ten Palms High School for the 1998–1999 and 1999–2000 school years.

The majority of Hispanics were immigrants from Mexico; a minority came from other countries in Central America. The Asian students were mostly from Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong, India, and Japan; the Middle Easterners were from Iran, Turkey, and Afghanistan.

We offered high school credit for a psychology class during our second semester and were able to offer participants both university extension credit and AP (Advanced Placement) credits at the high school by our third semester. This AP credit signified that the grade they received on their high school transcript was one grade higher than the grade they received from the university for participating in TEACH.

I refer to the undergraduates as observer-participants because their primary task was observation while their secondary task was participation. Their participation, however, was different from that of the SHAs, who planned the sessions and knew in advance what was going to happen.

There were several reasons I did not control for age. The group of Hispanic TEACH students included many 16-year-old freshmen, many 16- and 17-year-old sophomores, and several 18-year-old juniors.

Teens who were not members of my five-student sample are identified by their initials only.

We were told, by a panel of teen mothers and by several of our own girls who got pregnant and had children, that the experience of motherhood often improved their relationships with their parents, generated respect and a higher status from other community members, allowed them a greater degree of familial independence, and made them feel more mature.

Where I thought it necessary for clarification, I have corrected the students’ writing in brackets.

The bilingual coordinators were asked to keep track of the teens’ involvement in school activities and report back if any were involved. During three of the five years we ran the program, the school offered an elective for credit to Hispanic girls to help boost their self-esteem. Fewer than 10 of the program’s teens regularly participated in this group.

We conducted phone interviews with the teens in the spring of 2001. Of the 43 with whom we were able to speak, 21 had been involved in community service after their involvement in TEACH.